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Abstract 

13ackpropagation was originally derived in the context of minimizing a mean-squared error (MSE) 
objective function. More recently there has been interest in objective functions that provide accurate class 
probability estimates. In this paper we derive necessary and sufficient conditions on the required form of 
an objective function to provide probability estimates. This leads to the definition of a general class of 
functions which includes MSE and cross cutropy (CE) as two of the simplest cases. ' 

Introduction 

The results we present in this paper are discussed in the context of neural network models. The analysis 
however applies to non-network models also. Let Q. be a training input (vector) to the network and let fl.. 
represent a particular set of network parameters, i.e., network weights and biases. Let x(g_,fl..) represent the 
network output for a particular input g_ and a parameter set fl.. - consider for now a network with just a 
single such output unit. For the purposes of this paper we adopt the convention of dropping the explicit 
reference to g_ and fl.. and instead refer to x = x(g_, Q), for reasons which will become clear as we proceed. 

Two well known objective functions (or loss functions) used to train a neural network are the mean 
square error: 

L,e(x,t) = (x-t) 2 

and the cross entropy [l, 2, 3): 

Lce(x, t) = t -log (D + (1- t) log G ~ ! ) 
Here x is the output of the neural network and t is the target value. During learning, the network seeks a set 
of parameters fl.. which minimize the expected value of the objective function. The two objective functions 
above have the important property that the minima of their expected value is achieved when x is equal to 
the expected value of t ( as shown in [2]). The expected value is taken over all training samples, and the 
minima is taken over all possible mappings of the training sample inputs to an output x. A possible mapping 
is any mapping of input samples to outputs except for those mappings where two identical input patterns are 
mapped to two different outputs. In the context of neural networks this says that if a sufficiently powerful 
network is trained with a set of input-target pairs, the output during testing will be the average value of 
the target taken over all training samples which had the same input pattern as the test input. A sufficiently 
powerful network is one which can implement the actual mappings which minimize the expected error. If t 
is binary {O, 1}, indicating the truth of some event, then the expected value oft is the probability that the 
event is true - in other words, stating that an objective function minimizes to a probability is equivalent 
to stating that the network output is an unbiased estimator of the posterior probability of the class given 
a particular input g_. More generally, if t is a, sampled estimate of the probability of some event being true 
( with the number of samples used to calculate each t fixed), then ( again) the expected value of t is the 
probability of the output being true. For this reason, these objective functions are said to minimize to a 
probability. 

Note that for a sufficiently powerful network the expected error for all input samples is minimized when 
the expected error for each unique input sample is minimized. Since this analysis deals only with these ideal 
networks, all probabilities and function values can be understood to be conditioned on input g_, where input 
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.!! is some arbitrary fixed input pattern. The question arises, why study this ideal network? One reason is 
that the outputs of real networks in some sense approximate the outputs of this ideal network. For instance 
when the MSE object function is used, it has been shown the real network will minimize the average squared 
difference between its outputs and the outputs of the ideal network [4, 5]. Although the results presented 
in this paper deal with a network with a single output x, they also apply more generally to multiple output 
ideal networks. This is because these networks can minimize the error to each output independently, making 
the network equivalent to separate, single-output, ideal networks. 

Minimization to a Probability 

Necessary and Sufficient Conditions 

Define h(x) = L(x,0) to be the value of the objective function when the target is zero. Let p(t) be 
a probability function defined for t E [0, 1]. The notation of a bar written over a variable indicates the 
expected value taken with respect to probability p(t): 

and 

t = 11 

t • p(t)dt = expected value oft, 

L(x) = [ p(t). L(x, t)dt. 

An objective function is said to "minimize to a probability" if the following condition holds. 

\/ p(t) s.t. [ p(t) · dt = 1, t E (0, 1) 

min L(x) = L(t) 
O<x<l 

(cl) 

In appendix A it is shown that minimization to a probability is equivalent to the restrictions (rl) and 
(r2). 

L(x,t)= fh'(x)•x~t·dx+C 

h'(x) > 0 for O < x < I 

(rl) 

(r2) 

This result shows how the value of an objective function for all values oft may be determined by the function 
at t = 0. 

Parameterization of h(x) 

Since L(x, t) is used to minimize the error to a probability, one natural restriction on the class of all 
error functions is to require a symmetry between t = I ("True") and t = 0 ("False"). When the choice of 
labels ''True" and "False" are arbitrary, the following symmetry condition ensures that probability estimates 
are not affected by the choice of labels: 

L(x,t) = L(l - x, 1- t) (c2) 

A final condition which will be useful is to require smoothness: 

L:r(x, t) and all its partial derivatives w.r.t. x exist for x E (0, 1) (c3) 
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We show in Appendix B that minimization to a probability restricts the form of h(x), specifically h(x) 
must satisfy (r3),(r4) and (r5). 

l-x 
X 

h'(l-x) 
h'(x) ' 

(r3) 

Hampshire and Pearlmutter [6] independently arrived at equation (r3) for the case where the targets are 
binary {O, l}. In this paper we show that this result applies to objective function analysis for more general 
distributions p( t). The other restrictions on the form of h( x) are: 

h(n+ 1 l(.5) = 2n • h("l(.5) (for n odd), 

(here h(n) represents the n th derivative of h), 
and 

3 C1, C3, ... s.t. h(x) = L en (x - .sr (2nx + 1). 
n=l 

n odd 

The logical relation between these results and the stated conditions is: 

((cl)• (c3)) ⇒ ((c2) <=> (r3) <=> (r4) <=> (r5)) 

{r4) 

(r5) 

Combined with the conditions for minimization to a probability, this result shows that all smooth 
objective functions which obey the logical symmetry condition can be generated by choosing a h(x) function 
which satisfies (r2) and any one of (r3), (r4), or (r5). This h(x) is then substituted into equation (rl) to 
get the objective function L(x, t). 

It follows from (r3) that at least one of the following cases must be true: 
h'(x) has a zero at x = 0 or h'(x) has a pole at x = l 

The simplest functions satisfying the above restriction are: 

By substitution into (d), it is seen that h1 defines an objective function 

Since additive and multiplicative values independent of x do not change the minimization, it is seen that 
L 1(x,t) is equivalent to L,e = (x - t)2. Similarly h2 may be substituted into (r3) to generate the cross 
entropy objective function. 

A result of (r4) is that the only function L(x, t) for which L(x) is symmetric about tis the squared 
error objective function. However, depending on the particular problem, a symmetric error measure need 
not be the most appropriate. As discussed by El-J aroudi and Makhoul (2], and Gish (5], in applications such 
as speech it is the relative error which is most critical for success, in which case objective functions such as 
the cross-entropy function will yield better results than the squared error function. 

Since the derived conditions are sufficient, equations (rl), (r3), (r4) and {r5) may be used to generate 
equations for other objective functions which minimize to a probability. For example the following three: 

h; ( x) = C · x - x2 + x 3 for C > 1.5 

h~(x) = ✓(1 ~ x) 

h~(x)=x+~ 
l-x 
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were found by equations (r3) and (r5) to be members of this general class. 

Likewise, since the conditions derived in this paper are necessary for minimization to a probability, 
functions which do not satisfy the requirements will not produce accurate probability estimates if used 
as objective functions. For example, the class of LP norm objective functions as proposed by Burrascano 
[7], do not minimize to a probability except for p = 2. In particular there is a distinction between class 
discrimination and class probability estimation. In the former it is sufficient to approximate the optimal 
Bayes disriminant by simply identifying the most likely class given any input g_. In the latter case one 
wishes not only to discriminate among the classes but also to accurately estimate their individual posterior 
probabilities. Such information is necessary in the general statistical decision framework such as, for example, 
in a medical decision problem where there are tangible costs associated with various actions and their 
outcomes. 

Conclusion 

We have generalized and extended previously known results on the topic of obtaining probability esti
mates from neural network classifiers. In particular, we derived necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
objective function which minimizes to a probability. The objective function L(x, t) was found to be uniquely 
specified by the function L(x,O). This function L(x,0) was found to satisfy further restrictions when a con
dition oflogical symmetry is required. These restrictions and the relation between L(x, t) and L(x, 0) define 
the class of all objective functions which minimize to a probability. The two simplest functions in this class 
were found to be the well-known MSE and CE objective functions. 
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Appendix A 
Conditions for Minimization to a Probability 

Proof: (cl)<=} ((d) · (r2)) 
(Please refer to the body of the paper for appropriate equation references.) 

First it will be shown that ((d) • (r2)) ⇒ (cl). Substitute (d) into the formula for the expected value of 
the objective function: 

L(x) = l p(t) [j h'(xt ~ t dx + c] dt. 

Take the derivative with respect to x: 

_ 11 (X - t) Lx(x) = 
0 

p(t)h'(x) -x- dt. ( al) 

A local minimum can occur for x E (0, 1) if and only if: 

Lx(x) = 0 and Lxx(x) > 0. 

From (al): - 11 . h'(x) 11 Lx(x) = h'(x) p(t)dt - -,- t p(t)dt 
O X o 

= h'(x)(l -f ). (a2) 

Given (r2) it is clear that Lx(x) = 0 for x E (O, 1) if and only if x = I. Taking derivatives again shows that 
this extremum represents a minimum: 

- I I I 
Lxx(x) = h"(x) - h"(x) - + - + h'(x) -

x x 2 x 2 

- h'(I) 
Lxx(t) = i > 0. 

Thus it has been shown ((rl) · (r2)) ⇒ (cl). In order to show equivalence it remains to be proven that 
(cl) ⇒ ((d) · (r2)). Condition (cl) certainly requires: 

11 

p(t)Lx(x, t)dt = 0 at X = I. 

Without loss of generality let 
Lx(x, t) = g(x, t) · (x - t). 

Substituting this into (a3): 

[ p(t)g(x, t)(x - t)dt = 0 at x = I. 

Now consider the distribution 

{

P, 
p( t) = ( 1 - p) , 

0, 

if t = t1 j 
if t = t2 j 
otherwise. 

(a3) 

(a4) 

(a5) 

(a6) 

Condition (cl) requires that the minima be at I for all p(t), so it must be true for the particular distribution 
given in (a6). Notice I= pt 1 + (1 - p)t2 • Evaluating (a.5) with this distribution gives: 

pg(x,ti)(i-ti)+(l-p)g(x,t 2 )(t-t 2 )=0 at x=t, 
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pg(t, ti)[pt1 + (1- p)t2 - ti]+ (1 - p)g(t, t2)[pt1 + (1 - p)t2 - t2] = 0, 

p(l - p)(t2 - t1)(g(t, ti) - g(t, t2 )) = 0. 

Therefore g(t, ti) = g(t, t2 ), where p can be chosen to sett arbitrarily in (t1 , t 2 ). Thus g(x, ti) = g(x,t 2 )) 

for any t 1 < x < t2 • Therefore g(x, t) is independent oft, so we may write: 

Lx(x, t) = g(x) • (x - t). 

Evaluating at t = 0 and using the definition of h( x) shows: 

g(x) = h'(x). 
X 

Integrating and substituting into (a4) gives the desired result (rl). The result (cl) ⇒ (r2) follows easily 
from -the requirement that the unique extremum found by (d), be a minimum rather than a maximum. 
Since (cl) ⇒ ((rl) • (r2)) and ((rl) • (r2)) ⇒ (cl), it has been shown (cl)¢> ((rl) • (r2)). Q.E.D. 

Appendix B 

Restrictions on h(x) 

Claim: ((cl)· (c3)) ⇒ ((c2) ¢> (r3) ¢> (r4) ¢> (r5)) 
Proof: ((cl)• (c2)) ⇒ (r3) 
By (cl) the equilibrium equation (a3) must hold for distribution (a6): 

Using (c2): 

pLx(x, 1) + (1- p)Lx(x, 0) = 0 at x = p. 

p(-l)Lx(l - x,0) + (1- p)Lx(x,0) = 0 at x = p. 
1-p h'(l-p) 
-P- h'(p) 

Since pis arbitrary E (0, 1), equation (r3) is proven. 

Proof: ((r3) • (c3)) ⇒ (r4) 
Rewrite (r3): 

xh'(l - x) = (1- x)h'(x) 

Now examine the successive derivatives of the left hand side (LHS) of this equation: 

LHS(x) = xh'(l - x) 

LHS'(x) = h'(l - x) + xh"(l - x) 

LHs<nl(x) = (-1r [xh(n+l)(l - x) - n//"\l - x)). 

Similarly, for the right hand side of the equation: 

RHS(n)(x) = -nhC"l(x) + (1- x)//n+ 1 l(x). 

Equating (a8) with (a9) and evaluating at x = .5 gives (r4). 

Proof: ((c3) • (r4)) ⇒ (r5) 
This follows by expanding h( x) in a Tay !or series about .5: 

h(x) = ~ //;l(.5)(~)(x - .5)' 
~ l. 
i=l 

Using (r4) 

h(x) = L h(il(.5)( ~I )(x - .5r (1 + 2i(~ - ·
5

)) 
z. z + 1 

i odd 

Q.E.D. 

(a7) 

(a8) 

( a9) 

Q.E.D. 

Let C; = h(il(.5)(i;t)!' Substitute to find (r5). Q.E.D. 

The remaining proofs required to establish the claim follow easily by substituting (r3), (r4), or (r5) into the 
equation given by (d) to establish (c2). 
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